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POLITICAL FRAMING AND AGENDA SETTING
IN THE 1980 PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN

The problem with much of the research on how the media affect political

coAitions is the failure to consider what Lang and Lang (1959) call the "second

hand reality" of the campaign. Similar to Swanson's (1977) "melodramatic scenario,",

the second hand reality of the'campaign is the aura attached to the processes

primarily designed to reinforce political supporters and persuade the undecideds
. .

to vote for selected candidates. This aura is most prevalent in presidential

campaigns. The mystique of presidential cmapaigns is evidenced by their ability

/##/to attract journalist% from around the country and to monopolize evening,
network

newscasts. Political research, with the exception of quasi-studies resulting

I.

in popular books by journalists such as The Selling of the President 1968 (McGinnii,

1969), has yet to determine how this aura affects the formation of political

cognitions or how votersArioritize issues relevant to campaigns.

Two reasons may be responsible for this failure to consider campaign aura.

First and most obvious, is that such research is difficult to conduct. How does

one define p TtieaToi1iThtët1ie thea§brement_of reTevant variables?

Also, in what time frame should such a study be conducted? Such questions abound,

oand are actually relevantnot only to the study of aura, but also to the study of

all political behavior. A second reason for the failure to consider the political

aura and its effects on political cognitions is that the media present it in the

context of campaign activity. Many early studies have found that when the4nass

media, especially network television news, attempt to cover political campaigns,
k

. they devote most of their time to where the candidates are on a given-day, but not

3
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to what they say about the issues (Patterson & McClure, 1976; Williams & SemilWc,

1978)7
1 The viewel: has little notion of what are the candidates' positions on

issues presenied during segments of the new
I.

t that are not part e.fcontinuing

series on the campaign that typify network coverage,of presidential campaigns.

Further: voters do not even know if some of the issues they'read in the.newspaper

and see ontelevision are even relevant to the campaign.

Recent research in the area of agenda setting, or how people prioritize

camp'aign issues dependent on media coverage of them, may provide some preliminary

a9swers or solutions to the two preceding problems. First, some studies have

t
attempted to consider how the media communicate the political aura. Content studies .

such as the ones conducted by Hofsietter (1976) and Frank (1973) found that yarious

visual presentation techniques, such as placement ofissues ahd the use.of film,:

are used by the television networks to precent information about political callipaigns.

Although these studies did not find any biases toward either candidate in the 1972 :

presidential campaiv, they did note some differences in how these visual techniques

were used to cover Nixonend McGovern. However, they did 'not study the impact , r

these visual techniques had on how the voters perceived the candidates, either in

tetis of issues or images. One stucthat did attempt to measure %lois impact oh

is ues, or the agenda 'setting effedtwas conducted by Williams and Semlak (1978b)

'They did uncover some differential agenda setting effects based on visual and

story placement variables identified by both Hofstetter and Frank. However,

a

.these findings were not related to polittcal aura. They did not consider the,

campaign context of the media agendas as Isented in the 1976 presidential campaign.

Unfortunately, the problevwith the Wiltliams and Semlak (1978b) study ind

most o(f" 'the other agenda setting studies conducted to date, is that the question

. of how the communication of political aura by the media affects political cognitions

4n not be answered. The reason is that they typically suffer from methodological
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ecology. The common practice is to treat the story or news item as the un4iof

analysis, despite the fact that the purpose of these studies is not to measure the

impaq of the various media on what is knomabout all the issues of the day, but to

determine how voters priorftize issues relevant to the specific campaign (cf. illiams
1

& Semlak, 1978a). In tbe_traditional agenda setting study, all is'sues present d

L

by the media during the campaign are then rank ordered depending on the time or

4

column inches-devoted to each category of issues. This rank order and the rank

order of campaign issues identified b'y the voters are then correlated to determine

the-agenda setting effect of the media. Recent studies have used this basic design

with cross-lagged correlations and longitudinal methods,to determine the causal

effects the media have on voter agendas of ccimpaign issues (Weaver Graber, McCombs,

- & Eyal, 1981). The problem with this strategy is that researchers have failed to

w

consider a basic communication variable--context. Studies abound that indicate
\ 411

1
nhe importance of context,when considering tf?e impact of 'selected variab1es on

specific audiences. For example, one series of studies found that context was

ot accurately considered in the developement of "All in'the Family." .The intention:

of the series wes to humorously depict racial' bigotry to hopefully change stereotypes

of ,selected television viewers. . The impact, however, was to reinforce these attitudes
,

e , .

through the principal character, Archie Bunker (S lin.& ate, 1976).

App1ying context to the COriinuniC-ation-of -i-ssups relevant to political campaigns.
,

is.similar to what Dennis and Baran (1981) call framing. Issues presented, especially \

on network televisiOn news sts, all-have some type of frame that has bea developed

tovee time and has resulted from the repeated coverige of such issues. For example,

conflicts .ri'the middle east have beenput into a frame of Isttelf-Arab relations.

The recent death of Anwar Sadat is a good example. Not ()ply waslihis assassination a

topic of many news accounts, but aiso the impact his death would hive on,peace

treaties idith Israel. Viewers of television news expect, at least subconsciously,
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to have these frames when viewing stories ab t important issues of the day. It

- allows the viewer to-organizethe newscast and, the iisues in a meaningful way.

Hopefully, it also precludes feelings of.narcotization which)were popular grist

4.

foil' the news critics in years past. 1

FrAmIng also appliesv:to the communication of campaign Issues. All three

. ,

television network news programs had a series on the1980 presidential campaign.

In these series, the networkg pi:ot only resented the`day's campaign activities

of the various candidates, bilt also their pOSitions on some relevant issues./
.

Also, otiler stories contained in the typical newscast also received a rolitical
4

frade through interviws with candidates concerning these issues.and.how

have impacted their campaigns. Essentia113:; the networks lined some issues

contained in their newscasts to the presidenitial campaign and failed to ltnk..

other Issues. What impact dOes this linkage; or political fraging, have on the

development of political cognitions?

A prelitinary answer to this question wal found in a ttudy conducted by

Williams, Shapiro, Cutbirth.and Semfak (1981). They div d the media agendas-

.

of the ihree television network newscasts and the local,daily newspaper into

two agendas: one consisting of storieS with a campaign link or frame and the

0 other without such a link. The media agenda havi" the most impaJ-was the one
i

.

-,_

with'the campaign link. Based on these results, ey suggested that the actual

agenda settin9 effect of the media occurs when they give issues a polititcal frame;

context is crucial to the study'Of agenda setting during political campaigns.

The problem with this study, however, was that it did not consider the variipus

4londitions contingent to the agenda setting effect identif4ed in earlier studies.

The purpose of this study was to consider such variables apd how political framing

/ (
affects their roletin the agenda sttting process during the 1980 presidential

`N..
campaegn.,

a

c
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Some of the categoriesvof contingent condititrconsidered p'ast aggnd'a
k ,

/- setting saidies included? demographics, media use, -political activity andt4nWest.

A
-The-dedlographic vdriables popular in these studies were: a'ge, 5ex andieducatiOn.

.

" .....

1

.

A(comprehensive study of agenda setting in the 1976 Presideniial campaign,.

conducted byileaver, et. al. (1941) found that all thr) ee of hese variables to

. I

be important. ConsiOring age, they fi5und that older voters'tended to have more

facts of political knowledge about a few issues, but youfi§er voters were more

'attentive to the nevis and therefpre exposed to morle issue5. Naturally, these

aledia use ahd political knowledge differences were manifested in different per-

ceptions of issues relevant to the campaign. However, h(N\they intervened in the

agenda setting process was not discussed. An earlier'study, by McEeod, Becker a/8 ',

..
Byrnes g974) found fhat newspapers had mbrkof an agenda'sétting effect on older

.
,

.
.../

...,
,,,

kaders:
46, .

$
. r . .

.

A second demographic'variable, sex, is also important in the agenda setting

,proces Gans (1979) suggests that news viewing behaviors differ)betteen men and
,

'women. Weaver, et. el'. (1981) show how this differencirelttes to the.formatioh of

. perc ptions of presidtntial campaigyi issues. d'-For example, males scored higher
.

olifiCal knowledge, defified as knowing candidates' stands on issues, and had
_

'zdifferent agendathairt_tegiales..,...Howgver,_§pme of these differences werefairly

minor. Great r difrerencd have been found-when education wis considered. A

study conducted LI, Quarles (1979) found that education was a stron predictor

->'4
\

of political knowl.fd9e. Weaver, ett al. (1981) suggest that edu tion prol/ides

.

the necessary precon'dition to wantin political information early in the campaign
. . -

46

,

which then leads to more learning of issues and, stankis on issues. The result

..

is that people who are more educated have a dgferent perc\ eption of important
. , .

..,

issugs than do thoie idith less education rely bec use t'hey know more issues
/

and know more,lbout them. However, the exact role sex and lay inthe

. 7
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agenda seTng'process is tric.lear. Hypotheticalry, people'that know the most

1

about political issues were, akleast at one time, most dependent on the media

for informatign. Therefore, they should be most aTfected by the media agendas.

If this,logic fs accurate, then males should be most affectet by campaign infor-

mati pres teciby themedia. Also, the more, educated Rerson should have agindas
_

of campaign issues most Similar to those of the media during political campaigns.

The role education plays in the agenda seing process is mor-CcoMplex than

just provid ng the stimulus for learning about political issues. Weaver's research

on the need ormation, although not empirically linked to education in all

instances, suggests that education is one necessary precondition to the need fcir

information. This need has been liked to agenda setting. Defined as the

need for or/entatiOn (a combin,Øion of uncertai'nty, :interest and effoc-t), high

needs lead to increased use the media which then lead to increased genda setting-

effects lUeaver, 177). Com ining these studies with those delineating the effects

of education noted above suggests that this variable is an important contingent

condition to the study of agenda setting.
4.,

I
ConsidekiQg media use; Weaver, et. al. (1981). divided their sample into

_

..._
three groups: high newspaper/low television use, high newspaper use/low television

, r

4 1- use and high television/high newspaper use. They found that television at its

. ,

greatest agada setting impact for the high television/low newspaper group.

4 )

Becker and Whitney (1980) found that med% effects,a4t greatest for audiences highly

1ro1d
endent on either television or newspaper to the exclusion of theother.. Building

m these studies, that audiences of only one Source of news is more'affected

by that source, is that audiences that use the media for information about political

camp g s should be more,affecied **these media than audiendee who use the media

fO other purposes such as companionship. Sepcificaily, if a4goter watches the

news to assist in tnaking political decisions, information comrunicated by stories

1
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useful for this purpowshould have moire impact on personal agendas than irthe

same person was watching for entertainment or just general information. 'Such an

argumentjs the basis,for the uses and gratifications approach to the study of the

media. HiWever, this process is certainly more complex tha just suggested. For,

if a voter is to te affected by fhese politically ibriente messages, content that

is communicated should also be remembered. Therefore, television news audiences,

watching for political information shoufd have an information need gratified and

shovld remember dt least one story related to this gratification. The sgMe logic

can be applied to newspaper readers; they should be gratified and remember at

least pne story related to this gratifiction.

The final category of variables relevant to the study,of agenda setting

consists of political activity and ijiterest. Considering activity first, Williams

and Semlak (1978a), in a study of the 1976 presidential campaign, found that politi-

cal involvement was an important intervening variablig in the agenda setting process.

Political'activity may take many forms ranging from actually:workinglor 0 candidate,

Is defined y Williams and emlak; or discussing political issues. Such discussions

may occur at profes;Jonal meetings or civic clubs or groups. Regardless, the

person must have an environment conduc4ve to smth discussions. Therefore, activity,
4

in a very general sense,probably consists of not only the number of.political

discussions a person has, but also the opportunity to discuss them Belonging to

clubs, etc. provides such an environment. Relating this logic to'agenda setting,

because activity, as defined abpve, probably reinforces perceptiOns of issue importance

determined by watching or reading the news, people most active should also have

agendas most similar to those presented by the media. People low in activity will
-/-")

not have their agendas (learned from the)Media).reinforced and wil1 not have

their agendas set by the media-for campaign issues.'

Considering interest as a condition contingent to agenda setting, most studies
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define it as one item measuring responses on a Likert-type scale. However, interest

in a presidential campaign should be intrinsically linked to a general interest in

national affairs and issues related to the campaign. Respondents most interest

in a campaign should be more attuned to the media for information and therefore

be more affected by the media agendas of campaign issues. Support for this

prediction can be found in the need for orientation research discussed above.

The role contingent conditions plays in'agenda setting is fairly clear: the

media set agendas only in specific situations. What is not clear from past studies

is how these conditions interact with eontent variables such as political framing

in the agenaa setting process. If the predicted logic is supported, voters most

susceptible to the'media agenda (socially active, intellsted, more educated, etc.)

should have agendas most similar to media agendas of issues which receive a campaign

frame or context when compared to agendas not receiving such a frame.

METHODOLOGY

Two data sets were collected in this s,tudy. The ?rst data set consisted'

'of the media agenda presented during the 1980 presidential campaign by the evening .

network.television neWscasts_an,d_the locAl datlillewspaper._The audience a7benda was

the second data set.

.46

'Media Agendas

The data were collected between September 15 (the beginning of the media

campaign) and October 31, 1980. The network agenda was determined by coding portions

of stories into one of 136 content categories with the content-segment functioning as

the unit of analysis. A story, as defined by the networks, could be separated into

more than one mutualfy exclusive and exhaustive category dependent on the number of

issues each story contained.
For example, a story on Arab-Israeli relations and
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how they impacted oil imports of the United uld be coded as a middle easl

category and as an energy issue. The 136 issues were then collapsed into twelve

t
categories._ The eliabielity of coding was assured by*consensus between two coders.

The televi ion agenda was then computed by summing the total number of

seconds of each content segment in each of the twelve categories. Rank ordering

was based on the total time devoted to each category. The result was the,aggre- .

gate television agenda. Networks were not considered separately because of the very

hign correlations between their agendas.

The newspaper agenda was constructei based on determining the total number of

column inches devoted to each issue contained in each of the twelve iisue categories.

Column inches, based on a six co format, were recorded for each segment and

summed to determine the overal ranks. The result was the aggregate newspaper agenda.

Campaign framing was defifed as all issues presented by the television networks

and the newspaper that were-directly, and overtly linked to either Ronald Reigan pr
/

Jimmy Carter. These stories were usually found in the campaign series. However,

an occasional story with direct campaign links were found. These issues were

identified, those with campaign frames and were separated from the aggregate

newspaper and television agendas. The result was the construction- of--twcra"gendas--

each for both television and newspaper. The campaign agenda consisted of stories

with campaign links and the non-campaign agendas consisted of all other stbries

presented by the media during thettime of this study.

Audience Agenda

The audience agenda was constructed from answers to questions solicited in

telephone interviews. A litt of telephone numbers was randomly genei'ated and

called by,trained interviewers. In total, 482 residents in central Illinois were

contacted with 356 actually interviewed. The adjusted completion rat,/(completions

divided by completions plus refusals) was 74%. 4

11
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The audience agenda was determined by answers to this question:

When talking to others, what is the most important presidential

campaign issue?

The total number of respondents naming issues in one of the twelve issue cate-

gories was recorded. Issues in the audience agenda were ranked based on this

total.

Contingent Conditions

The demographic and interest variables considered in this study were

identified as,antecedent tO tht agenda setting process. Age, sex and education

were measured on.Likert-type scales as in most traditional mass media studies.

Usin'g Weaver, et; al. (1981) as a gui'deline, age and education were dichotomized.

The samRle was divided by age into: (1) forty years or over or (2). under forty
el

-

years of-age. Edudation was divided baed on college experience into: (1)

no college experience or (2) at le-a-sl`rame-college experience.

Interest was defined by answers to three questions measuring interest in

naeional affairs, the 1980 presidential campaign and in the ispe elicited from

the audience-agenda-question-preseatecLabove.
The responses to these three items

ranged froM very interested to v0.3/ uninterested on a five point icale. Responses

Were summed forming the Interest Index. The distribution of-rofpuses on this

/-

index were divided into thirds with the top third identified as very interested

and the bottom third labelled not very interested.

The three intervening variables considered in this study involved measures

of medfi use. The first measure, relating to general use'of the media for news,'

consisted of items.Measuring the amount of time spent: watching network and

local television news (two items), listening to radio news and reading the news-

paper. Scroes ranged from four (no use) to twenty-four (heavy use). The sample
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..`Was,then diyided into thirds for companisons to the media agendas.

(

,

The second intervening vadable iffa designed as a %ore specific measur:e

of media. use. It consisted of thk following-donditions: recall of a story from
, 0 .

revious evening, gratifidations from television and newspaper for political

infdimation, use of the medium for infbrmation, source of medium for making

,political decisions, source of information for opinflons about presidential canai-
(

" dates, and evaluations concerning whAh medium treats perceived important campaign

issues most.fairlY. Two indexes were constrixted, one each for television and

newspaper audiences. The specific items included in these two indexes were:
a -4

bell,ed newspapers/television treated theirtissue most fairly (1),

used the newspaper/television as a source of information when making
-their voting decisio 1),

go to thenew0aper/te1evi for information about their preferred
campaign issue (1),

..

ikelieved newspapers/television, have the most influence on opinion%

, i of the candidates 44), and
. 1,,,

t
were gratified byliewspaper/television,coverage of the presidential_
.dampaign (4-12);

.

The values in parentheses were assigned to a respondent if they answered either

television or newspaper to these item0',I;g. Therefore, if a person thoUgq newspapers

best answered these questions, they received a value of four (4) plus, the

. score from the gratIfItations measure. Thii measure consisted of four items

COnstructed'by Becker (1979) to mbasure the ,infor

during political campaigns. Respondents were asked

ition function of the media

nswer these items as

t- applied to television, then to newspapers. Responses were coded on a three

ROA Likert-qpe scale. The values, ranging from four (4) to twelve (12j were

added to the valuas obtained from summingoscores of the preceding four items

presented ave for both newspaper and television. The resulting indexes were

elled:, TdlevisiOn Use and Newspaper Use. They were divided into thirds for

ft

A

e analysis
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The third intervening variable, social activity, was a summed thdex consisting

. of tiv following conditions: opinion leadership, participation in poljtical discus-
.

"
ons, membership in professional organizations and civic clubs. The range of

alues for this scale was from three (not sociall$ a:ctive)4tO eighteen (very

cially active). These sums resulted from the folfowing conditiens:

frequently asked opinions about presidential campaign issues (1),

number of political disaussions (1-5),

number_of.civic -clubs (1-6), and .

number of professional organizations (1-6)

._ ..

The summed value of these items was called the Social Activity Index. The distri-

bution of (responses on this index was divided into thirds with the top third

being'very-active and the bottom ird not being very active.

ith
RESULTS

..

The content analysis of the media considered in this study resulted in a
t

twelve category agenda. The categories comprising this agenda and selected examples

(

AB

of their respective issues were:

1. Antegrity in governnent - ABSCAM, BiLly Carter, Richard Nixon;

2. nuclear energy - power plants, energy shortages;

3. social problems - abortion, birth control, crime;

4. foreign policy - Afghanistan, deten e, El Salvadore;

5. campaign - non-issues,

6. debates - between Reagano Carter and Andersen;

7. social rights - bussing, capital punilhment, civil rights;

8. defense - arms limitations, military strenth: the draft;

9. inflation - gold prices, government spending, stock market;

10. jobs - industry issues and unemployMent;

14
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11. Iran hostages - stories about their release; and

,12. Iran war - with_Traq.

ook

These categories were then used to construct the udience agen a. This proiredure

was used because the logic of the agenda setting cess suggests that the media

agenda leads to formation of the audience agenda; the time order is explicit. The

aggregate, non-campaign and campaign media _agendas and the audience agenda can be

found in Table 1.

)1

Table 1 About Here

. The most important issue tn the aggregate agenda for both television and the

newspaper was the Iran hostage situation. Issues not receiving much attention

included: nuclear energy and foreign policy. The Other issues received fairly

equal treatment. The non-campaign and aggregate media agendas were very similar,

with the Iran hostages receiving muchmare attention by both television and newspaper

ei than the other issues in the non-campaign agendas. The strength of the similari-

ties between the television and newspaper agendas are indicated by the Spearman

Rho rank order correlations: aggregate agendas (television/newspaper)=.65,
,

non-campaign agendas (television/newspaper)=.72.
Both of these correlations were

statistically significant. The campaign media agendas were also very similar to

one another, but not to their respective aggregate and non-campaign agendas.

Campaign agendas emphasized social rights, inflation, j bs and other issues. The

correlation between newspaper and television campaign agh4as was .71. However the

. lack of similarity between
campaign.agendas and their respec ve non-campaign

avendas were indicated by the very low correlattons: newspape (campaign/non-

campatgn agendas)=.04, television (campaign/non-campaign agendas)=.03.2

The audience agenda revers some consensus among respondents in this survey

15
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regarding the perceiVed importance of eampeigh issues. The most important issue

0
ation, followed by defense, jobs and Iran. The similar empahses

ekv
media campaign and ausience agendas are reflected in the correlations;

especially when compared to the aggre4te and non-campaign media agendas. The°

audience/media correlations wei.e:
television/aggregate = :03, television/non-

campaign= .03, television/campaign= .65,
newspaper/aggregate= -.15, newspaper/

non-campaign= .12, hewspaper/campaign= .31. The two correlations between the

mediPtampaign and audience agendas were statistically significant.

Correlations between the television and newspaper non-campaign and campaign

agendas with the various ag s etermined by the contingent conditions described

earlier can be fdund in'Table .2. Considering the demographic variables in terms

of the non-campaign agenda, television had its greatest agenda setting influence

on: the less educated (no college experience), females and people aer forty

years of age. Newspaper, non-campaign influence was greatest for females and

peoplewith less education. However, none of the correlations obtained for

the newspaper agendas were statistically significant.
3 These trends were not

evident for the campaign agendas pretented by the media. For television (campaign

agenda), the greatest similarities between the media and the audience agendas were

found for: people under forty and females. The newspaper agenda was mint

similar to females and the more educated respondents. None of the correlations

between audience and newspaper campaign agendas were statistically significant.

The three indexes pertaining to use of the mass media accentuated the agenda

setting powers of television compared to newspapers revealed by the preceding analysis.

When considering the non-campaign media agendas, television and audience agendas,

were most similar for respondents scoring high on all three indexes. *However,

1 6
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some of these differences, especially fer the Television Use'Index, were fairly

small. Newspapers were 'most effectiwin setting agendas.for the same respondents,-.

-,but not to'the degree' 'attributable to television. Again, some of the differences'

between correlatiorks were small for newspaperlillarthose c -in the analysison-siTe;e-si

of television's influence on audience agendts:4

Similar resulU,were not found when the media campaign agendas were considered.

Television's impact was greatest for respondents scoring low on media use and

television use indexes and high on the Newspaper Use Index.,Newspaper

campaign agendas, were most similar to respondents low on media and television use

indexes and high on the Newspaper Use Index. Differences betwen thoie high

and low on the Television Use Index were the smallest of these three sets of

correlations.

The final two indexes_peasured interest and social activity. The television,

non-campaign agenda was most effective in setting agendas for respondents with

little interest-or activity. The newspaper, non-campaign agenda had tfie most impact

on those low in interest,-but high in activity. Television and the newspaper,set

agendas for people high both in interest and activity,when the campaign issues

were considered.

Table 2 About '1-fere

DISCUSSION

P. traditional study of the agenda setting process, given the data of is

study would conclude that the media had little-impact on the forma io of olitical

cognitions dur'ing the 1980 presidential campaign. This conclusion would be based on

the many near zeroitorrelations displayed in Table 2 for the non-campaign agendas.

7
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Quwever, a much -different conclusion would be reached if the campaign agenda is

y _
. /

.

.k .

- considered. In ever9 comparison of correlations in Table 2, the relationship'

, ,

between audience and media agendas is. strongest for issues receiving a campaign

fraTe(campaign agenda).

The reasons for the differential effects of the campaign and non-campaign

agendas ire obvious from the data presented in Table 1, The most perk;asive non-

campaign agenda issue Was the Iran war with Iraq. Over one quarter of the non-

campaign agenda was devoted to this issue. Conversely, very few of these news

items received a campaign linkage which is also evident in Table 1; only five

percent of the television campaign agenda and none of the newspaper stories

discdtsed the war in terms of the presidential Campaign. The newspaper ignored

pie hostage situation and the war as campaign issues, suggesting a reason for

its minimal agenda setting effect cortip.arAl-to televisilon.
Obviously, the

audience perceived the hostage sitdation as a fairly important issue after

inflation. Respondents perceiving these issues as important were probably

affected by television and not the newspaper campaign agenda.

The issues that were important in the media and for the audience involved

economic and defense concerns (for the campaign agenda). In fact, solutions to

problems involving the economy and defense were among the,most hotly contested
4

issues in the campaign and provided-the greatest differences between Carter and

Reagan. The emphasis placed on these issues and the perceptions of their importance

by the electorate explains the very 'high correlations deiplayed in Table 2 for

the media campaign agendas. However, there are two plausable explanations for

these findings. One explanation argues that the media r the candidates empha-

sizing defense and economic issues. This coverage the e ds to perceptions of the

importance of these issues by the electorate. This first explanation supports the

agenda setting hypothesis. 13

A second plausible explanation suggests that the electorate's concern with .
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-

defense and economic issiies leads to conscientious effOrts by the candidates to
,

discuss them-in.their many campaign appearances, Since the media campaign agenda

consists primarily of coverage of these ibpearances, their cempadgn agendas are:-

monopolized by economic and defense issues. This explanation suggest that the

,
-...

-electorate set the.ffiedfa-dampainFagenda.
Since.speeches and' stands on issuds are

. /

based,,for, the most part on responses.from people comOrising the audiences for

television and newsparSer, this argument is also an acceptableexplanation for

the general reiults of this study. Only When causal relationships between media and

[

audience agendas are cons4dered do we find support for the. a enda setting hypothesis.

Although beyond the scope of the data in this study, previou research reported by

Shaw and McCombs (1977) and Weaver, et. al. (1981) have used cross-lagged corre-

lational statistics to support the agenda setting hypothesis. Assuming that

1

,

trends in media influence i
An shaping political cognitions uncovered in studies of

the 1972 and 1976 presidential campaigns are relevant to the 1980 contest, the

,

media have had a tremendous agenda setting impact when the campaign agendas are

,

.

considereb. This impact is especially evident when.the correlations obtained

between the campaign and audience agendas are compared to those of earlier studies.

Past research has found practical significance in obtained correlations, but few

have found the number of statistically significant relationships of the Rresent

study.

The conclusion from these results is that the media are very influential only

when they present information in its proper context, i.e., they prov:ide framing

for the issues. Support for this conclusion c found in the study of agenda

setting,in off-election years conducted by Williams and Larsen (1977). The relation-
.

ships between media and audience agendas in this study were fairly large, many ,

/

t

being statistically significant

)

However, when Williams and Semlak (1978a) studied

the same audience, one year la er, these relationships were much weaker. The
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the older, more educated person is more affected by newspapers'and the you/ger less
. \

eslicated respondents by 'televjsion.
.

)
.

4

post hoc analysis of this possible interaction of ige.and education was

conducttd with the reSults appearing in Table 3. In all conditions, television was i

most successful in setting audience agendas.' Also; in all but one condition, the

agendas of the more educated respon/dent was most similar ,to the newspaper and tele-

vision campaign agenda than people with less edu on. However, the less educated,

- ,younger respondent was most affected by television when compared to people with

some 'education. In.fact, this correlation'is the highest appearing in Table 3.

The§e findings suggest two conclusions. .First, the younger, less educated person

seems to be the most susceptable audience for agenda setting by the media. Given

?--)

that these ageNas were measured just prior to election day, this finding is not

.,.

,

surprising given the results of past research. The uneducated voter tends to make

voting decisions very late in a campaign and knows the least about the istues.
. .

Per s, in a last minute quest for some information, this voter frantically searches

for the most accessible mass medium that requires the least efforttelevision. A

1
second conclusion based on Ta e 3 is the television, late in the campaign, does

have an agenda setting effect. Research conducted in time periods early in presi-
" . .

.dential campaigns has found newspapers best able to set audience agendas. Later in'

the campaign, the relative agenda setting impact of newspapers and.television lessens

drameilcally. Thii conclusion has begn supported by many time studies (cf. Weaver,

et. al., 1981). This trend may be.,Ixplained'by the need many voters have for infor-

mation as election day approaches. As for the less 'educated voter discussed Ave,

most people, at least those with little issue information, consult sources of

information requiring the least effort, i.e., television. The traditional variables

discriminaiing between the relative agenda settind impacts of television and newspaper,

age and education; are irrelevant during this time perIod.
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.52 and .26r,respectively, These findings support the conclusion that television

has a much greater impEt 9n personal agendas late in the campa'ign when providing a

political frame. I -7-

The remainjng indexei-conformed to,predictesi relationships between social

activity, interest and-agenda setting. Respondents high on interest and high in-

. _

activity had agendas most similar to the campaign agendaS presdnted by both medi-a:*

This finding shows the importance of considering political discussion and social

activity as clusters af'iTlated behaviors rather than the less comp?ex, single item

measures popular in previous studies. Further, these results point to the importance

of considering interpersonal communication in fufure agenda setting studies. If

political discussions, as defined in this study, do reinforce perceptions of

issUe importance determined by using the media,.then the specific role the media

play in these discussions deserves more thorough investigation. For example, what

impact does credibility of the communicator have on the ability bf the media to

set agendas. Also, what iMpact-does communication apprehension of the audience

member have og how political discussions or social activity reinforce the agenda

setting effects of the media.

The,final consideration in' this study is the impact campaign aura has on the

develciPment of political cognitions. If one valild measure of aura is to consider

the political framing of issues, then aura has a tremendous impact on the formation

of cognitions. The results of this study point to the significanaaof considering

aura and other media content variables in future agenda setting studies.

2 3
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TABLE 1

AGGREGATE, CAMPAIGN AND NON-CAMPAIGN MEDLA,AGENDAS AND THE AUDIENCE AGENDA

Television
Newspaper Audience

Aggregate Campaign Non-Campaign Aggregate Campaign Non7Campa1gn

Integrity 10% 9% '10% 9% 14% 9% 1%

Nuclear 2 1 2 2 0 2 0

Energy

Social 11 9 11 11 7 11 '4 g4
*

Problems

Foreign 4 1 5 6 2 6 4

Policy

Social 8 16 6 14 39 12 4

Rights

Defense 9 16 7 7 8 7 12

Inflation 8 17 7 9 20 8 51

Jobs 9 13 9 4 10 4 11

Iran Hostages 12 13 12 14 0 15 10 ,

Iran War 27 5 31 24 0 26 3

Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

NOTE: Tied ranks in this table, with the exception of zero values, are due to rounding and do n'oT

n represent actual ties.



_

. TABLE 2
\ ,

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN TELEVISION AND

NEWSPAPER NON-CAMPAIGN AND CAMPAIGN

AND THE AUDIENCE AGENDAS

Audience
Variables

Television

Non-Campaign Campai4n

Demographics
...

Age
under 40 ....-""

-.03 .68*

over 40' .24 .55

Education
Some College -.06 .69*

No College .36 .63*

Sex
Male .09 .56*

Female .1.3 ;86*

Interest Index

High -.12
77*

Low .12 .69*

Use IndexNMedia
4

'- 'high .40 .47

low
r

.02 .77*

TV Use Index

High .05 .63*

Low .02 .68*

Newspaper Use Iddex

High .08
74*

Low -.04 .61*

Social Activity index

-High -.03 74*

Low .08 .61*

(--

NeVispaper

Non-Campaign Campaign

-.04
-.08

-.13
.11

-.14
.16

2
,

.28

.28

.34

.20

.19

.41

-.15 .46

.17 .23

.03 .14

.01 .37

I

-.08 .30 ,

-.10 .33

-.06 . .33

.-.13. .264

il

-.05 .35

-.18 .24

*p 6. .05
......----'



TABLE 3

RELATIVE AGENDA SETTING EFFECT OF TELEVISION

AND NEWSPAPERS DEPENDENT ON AGE AND EDUCATION

dolt

Auaience Newspaper

Variable

Television

Under 40

No College .21 .76*

Some College .28 .68*

Over 45

No College 1.33 .49

Some College .42 - .73*.

\244* p :05 .

'NOTE: Correlations were based on the campaiap agendas presented by television

and the newspaper.

t.

0

t-

27



NOTES

1

1Many reasons can be suttested for the failure of the media to cover issues when

presenting informWon about the candidates. One mayibe that the candidates
7F

essentially ske the same thing in their campaign sppeches around the cAntry. To

constantly repeat these speeches would beto add monotony to campaign coverage.

A second reason may be that issues are essentially boring and broadcasters feel that

coverage of campaign activites and not issues would add excitement to their programs.

Regardless, activity is more pervasive infcampaign coverage than are the issues

(Tipton, Haney& 8aseheart, 1975).

6/44
2These agendas did not include the campaign (non-issue) and debates cat gor es.

Exclusion of campaign activity stories from the media agenda is typical of most

agenda setting studies (Weaver,'et. al., 1981).

3Statistical significance is not the real issue in these comparisons. Few agenda

setting studies ac ',eve significance. Further, this test of meaningful results would

generally be mi eading because of the necessity to'achieve very high correlations

because agendas typically, consist of such few ranks.. In fact, these ranks represent

a synthesis of many respondents and issues/stories presented in the media. The

key is to look for trends in the data that,lead to evaluations of practical signif-

icance.

4The same logic as applied above is relevant to testing for statistical differences

between correlations. Some of the differences in Table 2 are over 30 points. This

difference, while not significant statistically, certainlY has practical sigTificance.--,
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